A technique is presented for creating continuously parameterized classes of feasible system trajectories. These classes, which are useful for higher-level vehicle motion planners, follow directly from a small collection of userprovided example motions. A dynamically feasible trajectory interpolation algorithm generates a continuous family of vehicle maneuvers across a range of boundary conditions while enforcing nonlinear system equations of motion as well as nonlinear equality and inequality constraints. The scheme is particularly useful for describing motions that deviate widely from the range of linearized dynamics and where satisfactory example motions may be found from off-line nonlinear programming solutions or motion capture of human-piloted flight. The interpolation algorithm is computationally efficient, making it a viable method for real-time maneuver synthesis, particularly when used in concert with a vehicle motion planner. Experimental application to a three-degree-of-freedom rotorcraft test bed demonstrates the essential features of system and trajectory modeling, maneuver example selection, maneuver class synthesis, and integration into a hybrid system path planner. = trajectory boundary condition constraints data = related to flight data e = dynamic feasibility constraints f = final condition goal = boundary condition of desired maneuver instance hov = hover state i = initial condition; summation index; sampling index; ith coefficient J (.) = current active constraint set j = summation index; jth maneuver class k = index set; data sample index; spline order l = summation index max = upper bound min = lower bound n = number of sampling points t f = maneuver duration 0 = initial guess; initial condition; initial maneuver boundary condition set 1 = first trajectory example 2 = second trajectory example Superscripts T = vector transposē y = equilibrium, or trim, value for quantity y + = matrix pseudoinverse = differentiation with respect to normalized time 0 = equality constraint not involving boundary conditions
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I. Introduction
A CENTRAL challenge in the guidance and control of autonomous vehicles is the difficulty of generating, in a computationally efficient manner, system reference trajectories that exploit interesting domains of vehicle nonlinear behavior. A desirable improvement over existing methods is the ability to select and execute families of agile vehicle maneuvers with the same ease as a human pilot flying a manned rotorcraft or fixed-wing airplane. In addition, for motion-planning purposes, it is beneficial to have a concise representation of agile, dynamically feasible maneuver classes with continuously variable boundary conditions. Such classes help reduce the dimensionality of the planning space while increasing the richness of available guidance solutions, allowing greater situational flexibility, and resulting in improved planning performance.
For the first problem of vehicle maneuver design, traditional trajectory generation methods for nonlinear systems formulate a continuous-time optimal control problem, with necessary conditions for optimality following from the calculus of variations. 1 For computational tractability, it is frequently necessary to reduce the mathematics to a finite-dimensional space, often by formulating an approximating nonlinear program (NLP). 2 Typically, the NLP problem statement employs equality constraint functions to dictate boundary conditions and enforce nonlinear model feasibility, whereas inequality constraints impose bounds on states and controls and describe obstacles lying in the vehicle navigation space. The literature presents many useful methods for converting infinite-dimensional variational trajectory design problems to finite-dimensional nonlinear programs. 3−5 Many modern approaches for generating vehicle motions employ differentially flat, approximately flat, or other output-space and inverse dynamics trajectory parameterizations. 6−13 These formulations provide algorithms with a direct handle on the output signals that best describe vehicle motion while helping to avoid costly forward integrations and sensitivity calculations.
However, these methods, and even those that exploit highly simplified models of vehicle motion, 14 typically resort to an on-line NLP solution procedure. While perhaps reasonable in some specialized cases, NLPs have several key liabilities when considered for realtime implementation: extreme sensitivity to initial solution guesses, no guarantees of convergence to optimal (or even feasible) results, and trajectory overparameterization. This last condition of having too many variables to optimize drives up algorithm dimensionality while allowing superfluous solution options, especially when what is often required is simply a specific instance of a common trajectory type. Thus, a desirable objective is that of bundling sets of useful maneuvers into continuous classes, organizing the flight envelope into something akin to a human pilot's mental model, and simultaneously providing a more direct method to synthesize motions.
Many research fields outside of aerospace confront similar challenges when designing trajectories for complicated nonlinear systems. Several areas employ data capture of real-world motion as a means of seeding the trajectory generation process or even defining concise motion basis sets. For example, in the realm of robotics, it is possible to adapt observed human walking motions for the control of manmade legged robots 15 ; other works illustrate a method for machine learning that is "primed" by example nonlinear system demonstrations 16 ; and yet further research provides nonlinear system basis functions for capturing, reproducing, and modifying humanoid appendage motions. 17 The practice of motion capture is also common in synthesizing computer animations 18−21 from physical examples, as well as in biological motion research, 22−26 where the goal is to understand the fundamental bases of motor control.
The concept of using example motions as an aid in trajectory generation and control of complicated nonlinear systems is also emerging in the aerospace community. In some cases, it is possible to use mathematical homotopy methods to transform trajectories for simple models into similar dynamically feasible motions for more complicated nonlinear systems. 27 In another line of pursuit, several very practically oriented works directly study flight data from human expert-piloted aerobatic maneuvers performed on agile small-scale helicopters. 28−30 This paper combines the notion of working from known motion examples with the rigor of nonlinear programming to create continuously variable maneuver classes for autonomous vehicles. The two essential features behind the scheme are the definition of a parameterized trajectory space and a numerical procedure for feasibly interpolating between elements in that space. The specific characteristics of the maneuver classes follow from user-provided motion examples, which may come from off-line nonlinear programming solutions or real-world motion capture. The feasible space description and the interpolation process center around a low-dimensional set of variable parameters describing a connected set of trajectory boundary conditions. Following user-specified variations in these boundary condition descriptors, the interpolation algorithm employs a continuation method 31, 32 adapted from nonlinear parametric programming (NLPP) to trace the corresponding variations in the vehicle feasible reference trajectory (which includes full system state and input information). The result is a straightforward method for combining the rigors of off-line trajectory design with an efficient on-line procedure to generate desired feasible motions.
The parameterized maneuver class scheme provides several key practical benefits. First, it achieves a drastic dimensionality reduction of the nonlinear trajectory generation problem, similar to locally linear embedding methods, 33, 34 in effect describing maneuvers in terms of intuitive engineering variations and not only as sets of polynomial coefficients. 35 In addition, the interpolation process does not include an explicit objective function, and thus allows access to all feasible and useful maneuvers, including trajectories known to be particularly useful for typical vehicle missions yet hard to derive through mathematical optimization. The relaxation of strict optimality eliminates the need for Lagrange multipliers from the continuation procedure, cutting the problem dimensionality essentially in half compared to NLPP. A further benefit of the method is its natural ability to represent vehicle motions as hierarchical elements in existing motion-planning schemes, in particular, those inspired by general hybrid model analysis and control frameworks.
36−38
The paper first discusses maneuver classes as continuous paths through a parameterized feasible space model of the vehicle flight envelope. This feasible space arises from familiar nonlinear equality and inequality constraint functions that define the characteristics of useful maneuvering trajectories. Introduction of a feasible trajectory interpolation algorithm then allows the user to create continuous maneuver classes easily from a pair of vehicle motion examples. Next, experimental application to a three-degree-of-freedom (DOF) Quanser helicopter illustrates the method in practice, using nonlinear equations of motion, nonlinear constraint functions, and the creation of a specific maneuver class example. Finally, a brief introduction to the mixed integer-linear programming hybrid system framework demonstrates a method of incorporating and planning with parameterized maneuver sets. Application to an intuitive guidance scenario and closed-loop tracking of planner reference solutions shows the complete framework in practice. Conclusions and an appendix giving identified nonlinear helicopter model numerical coefficients then follow.
II. Parameterized Maneuvers
In this paper, a maneuver class is defined as a family of related feasible vehicle trajectories and an associated (small) collection of parameters α describing variable boundary conditions within that family. As seen in Fig. 1 , these "maneuver parameters" vary within a useful user-chosen set A, whereas a higher-dimensional dependent collection of conventional "trajectory parameters" p(α) are used to capture the corresponding reference vehicle state and control histories. The parameter vector p is typically a set of spline or basis coefficients used to cast continuous-time-system "behavior" z(t) into a finite-dimensional form. The behavior function z(t) itself is a user-selected set of system state, output, and/or control signals that completely specify the vehicle reference trajectory.
Practically speaking, the parameters α and the set A span useful ranges of vehicle maneuvering capabilities and provide free planning variables for higher-level guidance algorithms. In general, the vector α may include N i initial condition descriptors {α k i }, N f final condition descriptors {α k f }, and even a trajectory time length descriptor α t f :
A. Trajectory Interpolation
The methods of nonlinear parametric programming (NLPP) 39−41 determine p(α) families when every member of the maneuver class optimizes a common objective function. In contrast, the trajectory interpolation method of this paper relaxes the strict optimality condition of NLPP and instead uses a feasible continuation procedure between pairs of user-provided example trajectories to generate a range of new feasible motions p(α). This process is computationally less expensive than the full NLPP procedure, and thus makes possible fast, on-line feasible trajectory generators for nonlinear systems. Moreover, the framework is extremely general in that the example trajectories may come from any source, including rigorous off-line trajectory optimization or motion capture of human pilot-inspired aerobatic and agile maneuvers. These latter trajectories are extremely useful for autonomous vehicle operation, yet are typically difficult to codify through an objective function. Given the trajectory interpolation mechanism, an engineer can construct a maneuver class by defining a useful set of control parameters α and then finding off-line a finite set of feasible trajectories from which an entire family p(α) can be efficiently computed. Note that trajectory interpolation attempts to retain the qualitative behavior of the user-provided examples by taking the most "direct" available feasible path between them. For instance, time-optimal example trajectories from off-line NLP can serve as prototypes for construction of a class of fast, agile (though likely suboptimal) maneuvers.
B. Constraint Functions
In most cases of interest, the maneuver parameters α dictate initial and/or final boundary conditions and therefore occur only in the equality constraint vector. This assumption, along with the discarding of an explicit objective function, leads to the following parameterized trajectory feasible space:
It is useful to think of a feasible trajectory as a concatenated vector
whose components satisfy Eqs. (2). (Here and in the sequel, a semicolon separator ; denotes vertical vector concatenation, so that
T .) For most autonomous vehicle models, the equality constraint function h( p) breaks down into two general partitions according to
Here, h em ( p) denotes those constraints not specifying boundary conditions, but instead used to ensure basic dynamic feasibility. These feasibility constraints typically arise in working with nonholonomic path constraints, collocation formulations, quasi-differentially flat vehicle models, and/or mesh-sampled equations of motion. The h bc ( p, α) partition dictates the trajectory initial and final boundary conditions, and thus depends explicitly on α:
(assuming here that N i = N f = 1 for illustration purposes; more general cases follow similarly). The subpartition h 0 bc ( p) denotes boundary constraints not directly depending on α, and h i ( p, α i ) and h f ( p, α f ) are vectors containing control parameters for initial conditions α i and final conditions α f , respectively. Typically, h i has a general form
, as a difference of some nonlinear vector functions ψ i ( p) and φ i (α i ). The helicopter example of the following section will illustrate the role of these functions ψ and φ. A similar breakdown applies for h f ( p, α f ).
The inequality constraints in Eqs. (2) assume the general form g( p) ≤ 0 and capture state and control bounds imposed on vehicle trajectories during maneuvering. Because α typically determines the motion boundary conditions, which are captured in the equality constraint expression, the vector function g depends only the finitedimensional trajectory parameterization p. 
C. Algorithm
Now, given the parameterized feasible space of Eqs. (2), the interpolation algorithm takes as its inputs two user-provided feasible motions v 1 and v 2 describing different instances of the same general maneuver type (but with different boundary condition values) and computes as its output a continuous arc v(s) of feasible vehicle trajectories that lie "between" v 1 and v 2 . The algorithm computes the parameterized family p(α) seen in Fig. 2 , working through a vehicle feasible p space from p 1 , with boundary condition α 1 , to p 2 , with boundary condition α 2 . Note that in the figure, and in the following discussion, it is sufficient to treat α as a scalar without loss of generality, since it is typically possible to choose a (further) dimensionalityreducing function α = γ (σ ) mapping a vector-valued α down to a single scalar parameter σ with some σ 1 and σ 2 such that α 1 = γ (σ 1 ) and α 2 = γ (σ 2 ).
Leaving specific details to the algorithm pseudo-code presented below, the interpolation uses feasible projections of the numerical difference between vectors v 1 and v 2 to define a unique, continuous arc that is traceable with standard numerical integration methods. Consider 
where Z (s) is a matrix whose columns form a basis for the nullspace Given this arc-length normalization, and assuming a mechanism for updating the active constraint set along the solution arc (as seen in Fig. 3 ), the numerically integrated feasible path gives a solution family p(α) (equivalently v(s)) satisfying
where the definition
indicates that the interpolation algorithm regards equality constraints h and locally active inequality constraints g J 0 (s) as a parameterized set of nonlinear equations. The complete trajectory interpolation algorithm in pseudo-code is formulated as starting from the known feasible v 1 = [ p 1 ; α 1 ] and ending at a maneuver with boundary condition parameter α goal satisfying α 1 ≤ α goal ≤ α 2 . The entire maneuver class results from choosing α goal ≡ α 2 . Note that the algorithm begins at each integration step by first assuming that no inequality constraints are active, testing for any active components of g, and then adding them to, or deleting them from J 0 (s), depending on the direction ofû(s) relative to the first-order behavior of g J 0 (s). 
normalize arc length 17: end 18: end It is worth noting that this trajectory interpolation algorithm seeks something akin to a shortest distance path between two known feasible maneuvers, adjusting the direction of the feasible arc whenever inequality constraints become active or inactive. In this manner, the interpolation process resembles NLP active-set methods in its general construction. However, the main difference from NLP methods is that the resulting feasible maneuver class is defined solely by the given example motions, v 1 and v 2 , because the interpolation process works between these known feasibles and does not attempt to simultaneously minimize an additional user-provided objective function f ( p). Therefore, the method will, in most cases, construct a suboptimal class of maneuvers, when evaluated with most common objective functions. However, because the interpolation process seeks a "short" feasible arc, the family p(α) generally retains the attributes of the example maneuvers, and therefore reasonable engineering judgment in choosing v 1 and v 2 will imply that p(α) both exists and is satisfactory for subsequent motion planning purposes.
The active set methods in the above algorithm are necessary because the feasible arc will generally encounter nonlinear control and/or state constraint functions. Since the interpolation process is based on a vector-valued ordinary differential equation subject to nonlinear constraints, the overall interpolation procedure can be regarded itself as a nonlinear dynamic system. Therefore, if it desired to further speed up the algorithm by eliminating active-set switching logic and instead avoiding constraint boundaries by some fixed margin, one can formulate the interpolation process using barrier function methods. References 43, 44 give examples of using such techniques to rapidly find feasible solutions to sets of inequalityconstrained ordinary differential equations.
D. Maneuver Motion Capture
It has previously been mentioned that in addition to generating example maneuvers for trajectory interpolation by off-line nonlinear programming, it is possible to record pilot-flown vehicle trajectories and then cast them as feasible solutions of Eqs. (2) . This process achieves a mathematical transformation z data (t k ) → p data , taking a feasible trajectory of the true system and finding a corresponding feasible motion for the system model. It is useful to begin with an initial guess for the feasible point by using a standard, weighted data-matching procedure (such as a polynomial or basis function fitting algorithm), giving
Here, the t k argument indicates a discrete-time sampled data set. A user-selected weighting matrix W k can be used to highlight particular system states that best describe maneuver characteristics or to perform data time-windowing. Note that because Eq. (9) does not contain any model information, the resulting p data,0 estimate is merely an initial guess for a feasible p vector.
To obtain an actual feasible point of Eqs. (2), use p data,0 as an initial condition for solving the off-line nonlinear programming problem
where α data gives the maneuver boundary conditions as observed in the flight data. The error minimization objective function e( p) can favor either the initial parameter estimate, as in
or attempt to match the flight data directly as closely as possible
Because nonlinear programming solutions are extremely sensitive to initial guesses, using p data,0 from Eq. (9) tends to be far more effective than trying a user-selected initial estimate. Indeed, for highly accurate vehicle models, the optimal solution to Program (10) and p data,0 from Eq. (9) can be quite close.
III. Application to a Three-Degree-of-Freedom Helicopter
The three-degree-of-freedom helicopter from Quanser Consulting 45 presents a useful experimental platform for applying the parameterized maneuver framework. The tabletopmounted vehicle, depicted in Fig. 4 , emulates the longitudinal dynamics of full-scale helicopters, with the ability to climb vertically (with elevation z, measured positive downward from level), travel horizontally (with angular position x and velocity v, measured positive clockwise), and pitch about its elevation arm (with angle θ, as shown in the figure) . Note that all coordinate variables are angular quantities, because the helicopter is constrained mechanically to an essentially spherical flight space. Actuation comes from two fixed-blade pitch propellers driven by dc voltage-controlled motors. The "collective" and "cyclic" inputs control common and differential voltages, respectively, which, in turn, vary the aerodynamic elevation and pitching torques. A joystick input device enables human operation of the helicopter.
A. Modeling and Spline Selection
Physical modeling combined with system identification experiments produced the following nonlinear equations of motion:
As seen in Eqs. (13) , the three-DOF helicopter shares many common nonlinearities with full-scale rotorcraft, including trigonometric
terms from thrust vector tilting and vehicle kinematics, a speeddamping effect containing an absolute value expression, and products of thrust expressions (i.e., collective input) with angular quantities. In addition, the twin-rotor configuration leads to quadratic collective voltage terms and a cyclic-collective input product term. Note that the helicopter accelerates under the action of both cyclic control (which alters pitch θ and therefore the horizontal, or driving, component of thrust) and collective control (which directly governs the overall thrust magnitude, represented by the V 2 coll term). Over the speed range of interest, the velocity dynamics exhibited a nearlinear speed-damping effect, whereas the pitch dynamics strongly followed a nonlinear quadratic v|v| damping term. (The Appendix gives numerical coefficient values for these equations and briefly describes the vehicle-modeling process.)
For trajectory-generation purposes, define the system behavior function z as the 3-vector z(t) = [v(t), z(t), θ(t)]
T and then cast each degree of freedom in a finite-dimensional space, employing a B-spline 46 basis on a normalized time interval according to
Here, the splines are of sixth order (k = 6), allowing a sufficient number of smooth derivatives to be computed during model inversion and control input calculation. Additionally, each signal basis has the same uniform knot sequence: S v = S z = S θ = {0 6 , 1/10, 2/10, . . . , 9/10, 1 6 }. The exponents 6 imply knots of multiplicity 6 at normalized time values 0 and 1, allowing the state signals to take nonzero values at the start and end of maneuver segments. Together, the spline order and knot selection imply n v = n z = n θ = 15, so that 15 coefficients completely describe each helicopter degree of freedom. This type of signal parameterization has previously been proven useful for autonomous vehicle trajectory design and is presented with numerous examples in existing references. 6, 9, 10 The normalized time scale τ ∈ [0, 1] is related to the actual time interval t ∈ [0, T ] according to τ = t/T , where T is the trajectory time length. Naturally, derivatives of a quantity y(τ ) on the normalized scale (denoted with primes) and derivates of the same quantity y(t) expressed on the actual time scale (denoted with overdots) relate according toẏ(
t) = (1/T )y (τ ),ÿ(t) = (1/T
2 )y (τ ), and so forth. Given the spline coefficients in Eqs. (14) and the quantity T , a useful output-space finite trajectory parameter p is
Working with a normalized time scale allows T to become a free parameter and will enable direct control over trajectory duration within maneuver classes. It is useful to adopt the expanded notation
as a reminder that these time domain signals depend explicitly on the components of p.
Given the above choices for z and p, it is a simple matter to invert the system model of Eqs. (13) and solve for the two input voltage signals:
Note that both control inputs are nonlinear functions of the components of p.
B. Dynamic Feasibility and Boundary Conditions
Because the chosen system behavior function z(t) contains more system degrees of freedom (three states) than there are input channels (two voltages), it is necessary to impose equality constraints to enforce dynamic consistency. Note that such constraints will define the h em ( p) partition of Eq. (4). First, find a differential relationh em that contains all three component states of the behavior function z(t), that is, somẽ The other partition of the general equality constraint vector h( p) is the boundary condition constraint h bc ( p, α). As the presence of the α quantity shows, this vector is the main driver behind the creation of continuous maneuver classes. Without selecting a specific α yet, consider first the set of quantities necessary to define an equilibrium, or trim state at the beginning and end of a maneuver segment. Analysis of Eqs. (13) indicates that a steady velocity-elevation pair (v,z) is sufficient to determine trim values of pitch, collective voltage, and cyclic voltage. For instance, setting all time derivatives to zero in Eqs. (13) gives the steady pitch relation
and steady input relations
Solution for exact trim values in Eqs. (22) and (23) requires a numerical search procedure, similar to thrust-inflow iterations seen in full-scale helicopter models. 47 However, a fortunate consequence of the trajectory interpolation algorithm is that only first-order equality constraint derivative information is required, requiring only implicit differentiation of the above relations.
The overall trim boundary condition constraint function requires the attainment of initial and final equilibrium values for velocity, elevation, pitch, collective, and cyclic. In addition, it is required that elevation and pitch signals have first-order time derivatives equal to zero at the trajectory endpoints. (A corresponding zeroderivative condition on velocity proved redundant, given the trim state boundary value constraints on the two inputs.) Concatenation of normalized time expressions for all these conditions gives the desired boundary condition equality constraint vector (denoted here temporarily byĥ bc until the α argument is introduced):
C. State and Control Bounds
Last, inequality constraint functions are needed to keep helicopter trajectories within a reasonable flight envelope and control signals within physical limits. For the three-DOF helicopter, it is useful to bound elevation to prevent collisions with the supporting surface and the upper mechanical restraint limits; the pitch angle must stay away from extreme θ = ±90
• values which induce a singularity in Eqs. (16) and (23) . Additionally, it is important to prevent the control inputs from exceeding reasonable ranges, especially when working with agile maneuvers that require large control efforts.
These state and input constraints appear in continuous time as
Similarly to the continuous-time equality constraint of Eq. (18), it is necessary to sample Inequalities (25) along some sampling of the unit interval [0, 1] to obtain a finite-dimensional constraint vector. Therefore, employ the following sampled version of the preceding inequalities: 
D. Example: Bounded-Control Quick-Stop Maneuver Class
Given the helicopter boundary constraint expression of Eq. (24), it is a simple matter to create a parameterized class of quick-stop maneuvers. Here, all trajectories end at a steady hover state with v i =z i = 0. However, let the initial trim velocityv i be variable; that is, assign α ≡v i . For simplicity, assume thatz i = 0 is fixed over the maneuver class.
Given this specific choice of α, introduce it into all boundary condition rows of Eq. (24) that depend on the initial helicopter velocity. Recalling from Eqs. (22) and (23) that the initial trim pitch angle and input voltages vary withv i , insert the boundary parameter α into the corresponding rows of Eq. (24) to obtain Note that all boundary trim constraints depend on the spline parameterization p (which includes T ) whereas only four rows depend on α. While carrying out the interpolation algorithm, it is necessary to compute the derivative matrix D v h( p, α) , where h( p, α) has the decomposition given in Eq. (4) . Therefore this derivative matrix has the following block structure:
where comparison with Eq. (27) reveals that the D α h bc ( p, α) is a column vector with only four nonzero elements; these elements are the mathematical drivers for interpolation of this maneuver class. An off-line feasible point NLP algorithm provides two example quick-stop maneuvers. The first has α 1 = −10 deg/s, whereas the second corresponds to α 2 = −50 deg/s, thus covering a wide range of initial velocity conditions. (The helicopter dynamics are essen- tially identical in both travel directions; the velocity sign simply indicates the specific direction.) Applying the interpolation algorithm across the entire α 1 ≤ α ≤ α 2 range produces the feasible velocity, elevation, and pitch profile curves of Figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Note that each signal exhibits smooth variations over the range of initial velocity (denoted by v 0 ), making continuous transitions between the known feasible motions at either extreme. In particular, the pitch profiles exhibit an intuitive large-angle reverse flare to reduce helicopter speed, with the flare duration (and thus total deceleration) growing with increasing initial speed magnitude. Figures 8 and 9 display the corresponding control behavior over the maneuver class, with upper and lower bounds imposed (and required) for both signals. of initial speeds. The cyclic profiles tend to encounter the control limits toward the beginning and end of their respective profiles. The nonlinearity of Eqs. (16) and (17) is evident, especially in the range −10 ≤ α ≤ −30 deg/s. However, despite the nonlinearity, the control strategy is essentially the same, reflecting the intended property of retaining the maneuver "style" during the interpolation process. The cyclic input displays a brief spike at the beginning and end of each quick-stop, essentially pitching the helicopter initially backward and then restoring it to a steady hover trim value as seen in Fig. 7 . The collective input profiles assist somewhat in this motion [recall the product input term in line 3 of Eqs. (13)], but more importantly display a broad hump for most of the maneuver, applying a large reverse thrust to decelerate the helicopter. The bounding example maneuvers used to generate this class were slightly suboptimal, given the control bounds, when compared to a minimum-maneuver time objective function. Overall, each member of the interpolated maneuver class stays within a 1-s time margin of a corresponding optimal flare-stop maneuver.
E. Coupled Boundary Conditions and Further Dimensionality Reduction
As mentioned in the earlier discussion of trajectory interpolation techniques, it is often useful to map a general boundary condition vector α down to a single scalar variable of integration σ by employing a user-selected function γ such that α = γ (σ ). Such a map reduces the interpolation procedure to a single scalar numerical integration process, avoiding the need to integrate in the full multicomponent vector space of α.
Proper choice of σ and γ has the added benefit of enforcing exact, coupled variations in boundary conditions over a given maneuver class. For example, in the above quick-stop maneuver class, the net position change resulting from vehicle deceleration will be some general nonlinear function of the initial speed, determined by the vehicle dynamics and the selected control bounds. However, as will be seen next in the context of hybrid motion planning, it is often desirable to enforce exact, coupled affine relationships between initial and final boundary conditions. Such an explicit relation can easily be accommodated by choosing σ equal to some initial boundary condition parameter and then expressing the general α vector (containing all initial and final boundary condition parameters) as α = y 1 σ + y 2 for some user-selected constant vectors y 1 and y 2 . In the case of the quick-stop maneuver, one could choose an α vector as
T and then enforce a linear correlation between initial velocity and net position change by choosing σ ≡v i with α = y 1 σ + y 2 , where
T , for some constants c 1 and c 2 .
IV. Motion Planning with Parameterized Maneuver Classes
Vehicle motion planners often employ hybrid system representations to reduce the system state space to only the essential variables, thus simplifying the planning problem's search space. Such hybrid vehicle models are based on a principle of hierarchical decomposition, quantifying system dynamics to enable planning in a practical subspace of useful vehicle motions. 38 For hybrid models of the maneuver automaton (MA) form, 48, 49 which combine a finite collection of trim trajectories and fixed maneuver elements, the state-space is small enough to allow for policybased guidance systems based on a value function precomputed offline. In more recent hybrid linear time-invariant maneuver automaton (LTI-MA) models, where a finite number of linearly controlled modes (termed LTI-modes) replace the trim trajectory elements, motion planning typically requires solving an on-line optimization problem. Mixed integer-linear programming (MILP) optimization techniques have been highly effective for formulating and solving such trajectory planning problems, because they enable one to explicitly account for hybrid structures and allow easy incorporation of other useful problem elements. 50−53 Given the availability of parameterized maneuver classes, it is now possible to generalize the hybrid LTI-MA model's representation of maneuvering elements. The following section presents the extensions necessary to include parameterized maneuver sets in the MILP formulation, using few additional constraint functions. This extension increases the range of trajectories captured by the hybrid model, thus allowing better satisfaction of planning objectives.
A. MILP Trajectory Optimization
The basic elements of a J (x) subject to:
In motion-planning applications, the objective function defines the goal of a vehicle guidance problem. The constraints and binary variables model the specific system and problem structure, in particular, modeling closed-loop vehicle dynamics and enforcing numerous constraints, such as flight envelope restrictions and the presence of obstacle boundaries. Of particular interest is the ability to consider mode-switching logic and other conditional expressions. For example, in program (29) , when b = 0, the constraint 1 (x) ≤ 0 must be satisfied, whereas 2 (x) ≤ M(1 − b) = M effectively relaxes the 2 (x) constraint (since M is selected to be sufficiently large relative to other problem data). Note that the constraint activations are reversed when b = 1. Because b can take on only the binary values 0 or 1, exactly one of the inequality constraints must be satisfied.
In the basic LTI-MA MILP formulation, 50−53 the inequality constraints include the LTI-mode state update equations (one for each mode) and state transition relations describing the effect of maneuvering actions (one for each maneuver), as well as maneuver initiation requirements (e.g., vehicle speed within some range). Note that at every point in time, either one of the LTI-modes or one of the maneuvering actions must be active. MILP binary variables are critical for enforcing this either/or condition. The reader may consult the existing literature 50−53 for the detailed motivation and treatment of the basic LTI-MA MILP formulation.
B. MILP Trajectory Optimization with Parameterized Maneuver Classes
To include parameterized maneuver classes in the standard MILP formulation, 50−53 their corresponding maneuvering state transition equations must be in form of a linear constraint (x). The minimumtime formulation also requires a single affine expression to describe the maneuver time duration across the entire maneuver class.
To this effect, one uses affine state transition inequalities that capture the variation in maneuvering effect across the entire maneuver class. Considering the jth maneuver class, with a corresponding maneuver binary variable b man, j [k], the state transition inequalities take the form
The matrix M s, j represents the state-dependent component of the transformation while M c, j gives the constant component. Note the members of this maneuver class can now be designed for execution over a continuous range of initial planning states, as enforced by the constraint pair
in contrast to single, fixed-maneuver initial condition in existing LTI-MA-based planners. 52, 53 Because it is difficult to include the full cost update expression directly in the objective function, we define a maneuvering cost state c m [k] , which is set as follows when a member of the jth maneuver class is executed:
Similar to inequalities (30) , the state-dependent and constant coefficients are C s, j and C c, j , respectively. In LTI-mode, the maneuver cost term is naturally set to zero:
This cost state then enters the planning objective function as follows:
C. Obtaining/Satisfying Affine State-Transition and Cost-Update Equations
Both the affine state-transition and affine duration requirements of the MILP planner introduce additional constraints on a maneuver class. These requirements can be imposed by simply applying an affine map α = γ (σ ) as previously discussed and then including this relation in the appropriate α-dependent rows of h bc ( p, α). The next section gives a specific example of this method. (Note that because the MILP planner considers the maneuver class to have variable initial conditions, α must include at least one component corresponding to a vehicle initial condition.) By first generating a class of time-optimal maneuvers off-line, it is possible to choose the affine state and duration functions to minimize the overall optimality gap, thus helping to maintain agile vehicle performance characteristics within the hybrid planning framework.
V. Motion-Planning Example
This section describes a simple but general one-dimensional example of using parameterized maneuver sets for practical helicopter guidance problems, exploiting the capabilities of trajectory classes in the MILP hybrid system framework. References 54, 55 present additional planning examples, including motions involving the full two-dimensional planning space of the Quanser helicopter.
The scenario requires the helicopter to start at a forward speed of 50 deg/s and then return, in minimum time, to a position located 500 deg behind it. The elevation z is restricted to a level flight condition. The MILP planner is used to find the minimum-time solution, taking advantage of a velocity control mode and two parameterized maneuvers classes: a direction-reversal and a flaring quick-stop.
For this example, the nonmaneuver linearly controlled mode of the LTI-MA framework 52,53 models the closed-loop system in a velocity command-tracking loop. Therefore, it is useful to select a three-dimensional planning state
T . Given this form of x[k], the initial state is x 0 = [0, −50, 0]
T , corresponding to an initial steady cruise velocity of −50 deg/s with a reference planning initial position of 0 deg. The hover waypoint destination, located 500 deg behind the helicopter, gives a goal state of
T . The helicopter motion planner has access to two parameterized maneuver families. (A general planner would of course include many maneuver classes, but only those useful to this particular guidance problem are mentioned here.) The first is a direction-reversal maneuver, which quickly decelerates the helicopter, reverses direction, rapidly accelerates, and ultimately returns to a steady cruise state of the same speed, but with opposite sign. Symbolically, the resulting velocity change corresponds tov f = −v i . Further, the maneuver class can be designed so that x f = x i exactly, so that no net position change occurs from the reversal. In setting up this maneuver class for trajectory interpolation, it is useful to select the
T and apply a dimensionalityreducing map α = γ (σ ). The scalar σ is chosen identically equal to initial velocity σ ≡v i , so that the map γ has the specific form
T , where k 1 and k 2 are constants selected to create a dynamically feasible reversal class with time duration being an affine function of σ =v i . [Recall the requirements of inequalities (32) .] The speed reversal and zero net displacement fit easily within the affine state transition requirements of inequalities (30) . Finally, choose maneuver initiation bounds [recall inequalities (31)] requiring the helicopter initial speed to be in the range −65 ≤v i ≤ −5 deg/s. Creation of the maneuver class follows easily by generating example maneuvers at either extreme of the initial speed range, inserting the components of α into the suitable rows of the boundary condition constraint vector h bc ( p, α), and then applying the interpolation algorithm using σ as the independent variable.
Design of a quick-stop maneuver follows similarly, closely resembling the example of Figs. 5 through 9, but this time starting with a positive velocity. Here,
T , noting thatv f ≡ 0 since each member of the maneuver class ends at a steady hover state. To allow for a single-independent-variable interpolation procedure, apply a dimensionality-reducing map α = γ (σ ) with σ ≡v i and γ = [σ,
T . Again, the k i coefficients are selected so that position change and time duration are feasible affine functions of the maneuver initial speed, which may vary over the range 10 ≤v i ≤ 60 deg/s.
Optimization of the minimum-time guidance problem with the preceding LTI-mode and two maneuver classes gives the reference position and velocity solutions depicted in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Also shown (dashed line) are the actual experimental closed-loop vehicle tracking signals for these planning states.
After an initial one-decision step hold (a consequence of a user choice to fix the first LTI-mode command at the initial cruise speed), the planner immediately executes a direction-reversal, then follows a slowly varying LTI-mode cruise mode for around 7 s, and then executes a quick-stop maneuver atv i = +48.48 deg/s. Repeated guidance solutions over varying sets of initial helicopter cruise speeds consistently result in similar strategies. The rapid reversal maneuver is significantly faster than an LTI-mode-only deceleration-acceleration motion and, thanks to the continuously parameterized maneuver capability, can be executed at any speed satisfying −65 ≤ v ≤ −5. Compared to previous MILP planners with fixed maneuver elements, 52 there is no need to spend valuable time changing speed to meet their fixed maneuver boundary condition.
VI. Conclusions
The method for synthesizing parameterized maneuver classes described in this paper represents a very useful capability for real-time trajectory generation problems commonly found in autonomous vehicle guidance. It provides the following practical advantages:
First, it enables user freedom in choosing example motions and imposing design constraints. Proper example choice allows the engineer to select a "style" for a given maneuver class. For example, if a set of agile maneuvers is desired, one might choose highly aggressive prototype motions that maximize control effort. Alternatively, one might select comparatively slower motions that minimize control effort when slowly varying, smooth motions are desired. Constraint selection allows the user to design specific variations within a maneuver class or govern how the class interfaces with higher-level motion planners.
Further, trajectory interpolation is a viable method for real-time trajectory generation. Depending on computing resources, nonlinear programming can take tens of seconds or even several minutes to calculate a single feasible vehicle maneuver. In contrast, interpolation can compute an entire class of feasible maneuvers in about one tenth the computing time. On-line trajectory generation can be made extremely fast by storing samples of maneuver class members in memory and then performing interpolation over shorter intervals, enabling near real-time trajectory computation.
Also, when combined with higher-level path planners, such as the MILP-based framework, parameterized trajectories can greatly improve planning performance, since maneuver boundary conditions are no longer fixed, but can instead vary over significant ranges. This broadening of available trajectories requires very few extra formalisms in the MILP problem statement. Overall, the maneuver classes help create a logical hierarchical decomposition of path planning and inner-loop trajectory generation functions and is not necessarily limited to MILP-based frameworks.
The basic method outlined in this paper is applicable to any system whose trajectories can be generated by nonlinear programs with differentiable constraint functions. Therefore, applicable systems include those with differentially flat models, invertible system models subject to nonholonomic constraints (the three-degreeof-freedom helicopter is of this type), state feedback linearizable models, and systems employing state-input collocation formulations (also known as transcription).
Future applications include parameterized aerobatic helicopter maneuvers, design of agile fixed-wing motions based on expert fighter pilot demonstration, and human demonstrationbased robotic machine learning. Of theoretical interest is the determination of general "interpolability" conditions, indicating when two arbitrary feasible motions will define a well-posed maneuver class.
Appendix: System Identification
The data in Table A1 give numerical coefficient values for the helicopter nonlinear model of Eqs. (13) and resulted from a two-part vehicle system identification experiment. The first step involved developing a linear hover model (for steady flight condition: v = 0, z = 0) using a combination of piloted and signal-generated frequency sweep inputs and measured vehicle responses. Application of the rotorcraft system identification package CIFER ® then produced frequency and time domain linear hover models. 56 The second step determined the full nonlinear equations of motion and coefficients by physically modeling the observed nonlinear effects (thrust vector tilting, speed sensitivity, voltage-to-rotor-thrust relations, 47 etc.) and then performing specific regression experiments to determine actual coefficient values. Reference 54 gives a detailed discussion of the physical modeling and system identification procedures used to obtain the nonlinear vehicle model.
